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Chapter

What is this?
• French invasion of
Mexico
• Over?
• Collections of money
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Happy Cinco de Mayo!
• Why were the French in
Mexico?

• To collect a debts from
Mexico owed to France
• Unwilling to tax his own
people, President Juarez
issued a moratorium on
foreign debt payments for 2
years
• Napoleon III sent his French
navy attached Veracruz,
Mexico with 8,000 soldiers,
defeated by 4,000 Mexican
soldiers on 5/5/1862
• Parralell: People will fight
unfairness in the collection
of debt from governments

High level overview of property taxes
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Today’s objectives
• Quick Overview
– Origin of taxation in modern western
civilization
– Why tax property?
– Problems with taxation
– What governs property taxes in NM?

• Impact of a cowboy in the round house and what
it means for our property tax system

• The failure of proposition 13 in CA
• Legislative failings
• Where do we go from here?

Vice Presidential weights in

The most odious tax of all
we can levy is going to be a
tax upon the land of the
Country
- Representative Schuyer Colfax of Indiana
(17th national vice president)
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This is the process
for our property tax
system in NM

Father of the Speed of Light

The hardest thing in
the world to
understand is … tax.
--Albert Einstein
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How did we get here?
It’s Deja Vu all over again…
And its
Opened a whole box of Pandora’s

NM’s property tax system
• Established prior to being a state in 1882
• Known as the Territorial Board of Equalization until 1915
when it became the State Tax Commission

• In 1970 it transferred to the Property Appraisal Apartment
then in 1974 the Property Tax Department and in 1977 the
Property Tax Division of the Tax and Revenue
department
• Prior to 1970’s county commissions established tax rates
(often by your political affiliation)
• Reforms in the early 1970s provide for uniform
assessments across the state and political affiliations!
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Cowboy in the Roundhouse
In those days, your tax evaluation
fluctuated along with who might be in
power. If your political party was in, that
was one thing. If not, that was another.
Your assessment was strictly up to the
tax equalization board, which consisted of
the country commissioners, the county
assessor, an at-large Democrat, and atlarge Republican. If they wanted to assess
a building at 10% of its value, that was
what they used. If they wanted 50%, that
was it. In some counties, the assessments
ran all the way up to 90%
-Governor Bruce King

King encourages state constitution rewrite

• Led by Gerry
Boyle and
Franklin Jones

• “The
accomplishments
of Franklin Jones
are nothing short
of extraordinary” –
Winthrop Quigley,
Albuquerque
Journal
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Results

• A Property tax
system that is:

•
•
•
•
•

Fair
Predictable
Equitable
Transparent
And without
political influence

NM
Had a good property tax system
for over 30 years
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Our Tax Arena

How do we compare?
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State by
State 2009

State by State Tax Collections (2007)
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Taxes paid by household
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Top 25 tax payers… page 25
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NM
How are our property taxes
calculated?

Higher Value does not
equal higher tax bills
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If we doubled values
• It would halve the mill levy, and the tax bills would
remain the same

How big is the
portfolio?
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What happens if we
raise the value just on

• Commercial? (my commercial
owners experienced a 49%
increase in 2009 and 38% in 2010
and 20% in 2011)
• Apartments: Last year, the top 352
apartments in Albuquerque
experienced an increase in value
of $432M, or 33%, with some
properties experiencing a 88% to
300% increase and some
properties now assessed at
$130,000+ per unit
• Some fourplexes now assessed at
$400,000 to $781,000, one duplex
is at over $3M
• Single family rates decrease,
commercial rates increase

Where are values headed
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What happens if we
raise the value just on

Proposition 13
A good thing or a bad thing?
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As California goes, the nation follows?
• Taxation based on value has one downside, the
homeowner who has held a home for generations is
taxed not on what they paid but on today's value
• In response to rapid appreciation of homes and to save
“little old grannies” from being taxed out of their home,
California passed Proposition 13 that:
– limited property tax to 1% of cash value
– limited increases to 2% a year or rate of inflation
– unless sold, then it could be bumped to market
– prohibited a transfer tax
– requires 2/3 vote of each house of legislature to override

The downsides of government meddling
• Proposition 13 has the following unattended effects:
– it lowered the tax revenue from properties, which caused it to
be made up on income and sales tax

– two houses side by side of similar size were not taxed based
on their market value, but rather, on how long they had been
owned
– unlike most cities across America, neighbors wanted uses
that generated other tax (a Wal-Mart or a Wal-Greens)
because they generated revenues without taking services
vs.
more residential neighbors, who brought no real tax revenue,
and “stole” services (schools, police, fire, etc.)
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NM’s Version
A good thing or a bad thing?

Tax Lightning
• Indicates a force of nature…
• More a case of hubris
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The Crucial Vote

2001 - Voters voted in favor of NM
Amendment 1, "Proposes to amend
the constitution to authorize the
legislature to limit increases in
valuation of residential property for
property taxation purposes" by 61%

What the ballot should
have said

“We, the legislature would like to do
some social tinkering, settle political
scores and muck with a really good
thing, and we’d like you to give us
some political cover for doing so…”
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Tax Lightning Law

• Written by speaker of the house and
Santa Fe County assessor
• To protect “little old lady” from
Hollywood crowd
• Shortly after it passes, Santa Fe
county assessor admits it was a step
towards passing legislation for
transfer tax
• Santa Fe city has taken up transfer tax
several times since then

The downsides of
government meddling
• Law passes in 2002
• 32 counties did not raise their values to market
• 1 county did (sudden shift, Bernalillo pays more of the
•
•
•
•

state budget)
Creates two classes of tax payer
And tax lightning situation
Tax payers pay for 5 years, law is challenged, ruled
unconstitutional, 200+ homeowners benefit in 2009
In 2010, Bernalillo County Assessor roles back 40,000
home values
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Saga continues…
• In 2010, with only half the law ruled
•
•
•
•
•
•

unconstitutional
Bernalillo County assessor separates classification
of residential – by occupancy status
Creates two classes of NM residents – both voters,
those who own vs. those who rent
Some owner’s/consultants prevail at last hour
(12/15)
Others are tied up in litigation
Waiting for district court ruling
Delays notices of values from 4/1 to 5/1 to 6/15

Tax Lightning
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This just impacts
commercial right?
You commercial
guys, you can
afford these bills…
Why inject politics
into housing ?
Votes
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She said the State’s Property Tax Division Director, who has
supervisory authority over her office, then instructed her to
“fix” the valuations for homes owned by Republican Senators
William Pane and Sue Wilson Beffort.

Solutions
• Repeal
• Disclose
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Issues from property tax lightning:
• Not equitable - favors one type of property
• Poor legislation (parts have been ruled
unconstitutional)
• Uncertainty in forecasting future tax bills, causes cash
flow disruptions, creates investor anxiety (they will just
move on to AZ, or NV, or CA, or TX) and could lead to
substantial increases in rents for many residents
• Not Transparent – what is the legislature up to? How are
the assessor's to interpret these poorly written laws?

Issues from property tax lightning:
• It doesn’t stop here – look what
Proposition 13 has done to the state of
California
• Economist this week – story about
Proposition 13 and “Moonbeam
Brown’s bookending of this legislation
http://www.economist.com/node/18548
109?story_id=18548109
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Larger Issues
•“The first and immediate consequence was relief for homeowners and a
corresponding emergency for local governments as revenue from property
taxes dropped by more than half. Almost overnight, it seemed as though
cities would have to close parks and counties would have to deny their
residents medical and welfare services. Schools would have to lay off
teachers and eliminate summer programmes and advanced classes.”
-The Economist April 2010

Almost only counts in …
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Special Session?

Is it time for disclosure?
• $/unit value on 2010 property tax bill
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Is it time for disclosure?

•
•
•
•

Paid $37.7M
Assessed at $28-35M?
$81/sf
Downtown building
rates from $40 to
$250/sf
• FAIR?

Where we are now
• Politics have creeped back into our property tax system
• We no longer have a system that is transparent or
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

predictable
Has discouraged investors from entering market
Has caused landlord foreclosures
Constant turmoil
Shifts burden from residential to commercial
Created division in the real estate industry
System is no longer fair
Pits neighbor against neighbor
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Solutions

• Reactive – band aids
• Retroactive - Repeal
• Proactive - disclosure with
no transfer tax
• Out of the box –
proportional rate – SB 310
• “The value of each residential property for the current
year is found by multiplying the area of the residence
in square feet by a factor expressing the value in
dollars per square foot of residential property in the
county or portion of the county. The factor is derived
by the prior year’s assessed value of all residential

.

property” (including multifamily properties)

Prisoner’s Dilemma…

• Can you act in the benefit for your
community?
• At your own expense?
• What if everyone agreed to do so?
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What we can do

“We need to remove politics and return certainty in
the property tax system, or run the risk losing more
employers and investor to states with a more
transparent property tax system”
--Todd Clarke CCIM
“To do so, will require engagement with those we elect
... senators, representatives and judges”
To our clients and our legislature, we are the real
estate industry and we must not be divided residential
vs. commercial

More info?

•
•
•
•

App
Textbook
Class
Representation
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Todd Clarke CCIM
505-440-TODD
tclarke@nmapt.com

Q&A
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